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Perspective: Disentangling the
e�ects of tES on neurovascular
unit
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Transcranial electrical stimulation (tES) can modulate the neurovascular unit,

including the perivascular spacemorphology, but themechanisms are unclear.

In this perspective article, we used an open-source “rsHRF toolbox” and an

open-source functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) transcranial direct

current stimulation (tDCS) data set to show the e�ects of tDCS on the temporal

profile of the haemodynamic response function (HRF). We investigated the

e�ects of tDCS in the gray matter and at three regions of interest in the gray

matter, namely, the anodal electrode (FC5), cathodal electrode (FP2), and an

independent site remote from the electrodes (PZ). A “canonical HRF” with time

and dispersion derivatives and a finite impulse response (FIR) model with three

parameters captured the e�ects of anodal tDCS on the temporal profile of

the HRF. The FIR model showed tDCS onset e�ects on the temporal profile

of HRF for verum and sham tDCS conditions that were di�erent from the

no tDCS condition, which questions the validity of the sham tDCS (placebo).

Here, we postulated that the e�ects of tDCS onset on the temporal profile

of HRF are subserved by the e�ects on neurovascular coupling. We provide

our perspective based on previous work on tES e�ects on the neurovascular

unit, including mechanistic grey-box modeling of the e�ects of tES on

the vasculature that can facilitate model predictive control (MPC). Future

studies need to investigate grey-box modeling of online e�ects of tES on

the neurovascular unit, including perivascular space, neurometabolic coupling,

and neurovascular coupling, that can facilitate MPC of the tES dose-response

to address the momentary (“state”) and phenotypic (“trait”) factors.

KEYWORDS

transcranial electrical stimulation, functional MRI (fMRI), computational modeling,

systems biology, model predictive control

1. Introduction

Systems modeling (1) of brain responses to transcranial electrical stimulation

(tES) can provide a mechanistic understanding of the dose-response, e.g.,

based on, simultaneous functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS) and

electroencephalogram (EEG) that can elucidate tES dose-response subserved

by neurovascular coupling. Neurovascular coupling can be dysfunctional in a

pathological state, e.g., post-stroke (2). Here, the transient coupling relationship

between changes in the EEG power spectrum and fNIRS hemodynamics signals

may capture the effects of tES on the neurovascular unit (NVU) that incorporates

vascular smooth muscle, perivascular space, synaptic space, and astrocyte glial cell.
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We postulated that the online tES effects on the NVU are

important (3) to understand the after-effects of tES (4) that can

be driven by the perturbation to the state of the neurovascular

unit (5). Specifically, the immediate effects of tES are modulation

of the state of the brain’s extracellular space through the arousal

pathway (6), which can modulate the excitation-inhibition (E–I)

balance (7). The extracellular space, including the extracellular

matrix (8), is crucial to maintain the E–I balance, and the

synaptic after-effects of tES can be driven by the E–I homeostatic

mechanisms (9) following tES perturbation. Indeed, recent

studies are increasingly showing a lack of online modulation

of concurrent transcranial magnetic stimulation motor-evoked

potentials (MEP) that are generated via transynaptic activation

of pyramidal cells projected on spinal motoneurons (10).

Here, we postulate that the extracellular space, including

the extracellular matrix plays a crucial role during online

modulation by tES, which is relevant in the optimisation of the

tES dose (6). For example, tES modulation of the permeability of

the blood–brain barrier (11) can change the substance transport

(12) including glucose that can modulate neuronal excitability

(13) and neurovascular coupling [for a given insulin action

(14, 15)]. Then, the integration of signaling from various tES-

evoked sources in the extracellular space can be driven by

the E–I homeostatic mechanisms afterwards that may explain

the (paradoxical) MEP facilitation during cathodal tDCS at

2.0mA (16) as well as partially non-linear stimulation intensity-

dependent effects (17) (that include neuronal calcium influx

effects). Therefore, systems analysis of the online modulation

of the neurovascular coupling (3), including the modal analysis

(with frequency response function) of the coupling (6), can

capture tES dose-response which was not feasible based solely

on the MEP (16).

Published animal studies have provided some insights. For

example, a study by Han et al. (18) found that the concentration

of oxyhaemoglobin increased almost linearly during tDCS and

then decreased linearly immediately after the end of tDCS with

a similar rate of change that differed from rat to rat. Han

et al. (18) suggested that individual differences in anodal tDCS’

neuronal after-effects may be related to individual variability

in the rate of change of haemodynamic response to tDCS. In

their study (18), the concentration of deoxygenated hemoglobin

did not show a significant difference during and after tDCS

(18). Direct effects of tDCS on cortical astrocytes with astrocyte

regulation of blood flow (19) are possible without changes in

the local field potential (20) that can also lead to dilation or

constriction of the arterioles (21). Wachter et al. (22) showed

sustained polarity-specific changes in cerebral blood flow (CBF)

using laser Doppler blood perfusion imaging (LDI), where

the duration and degree of CBF changes depended on the

intensity of the current applied. Furthermore, Mielke et al.

(23), using LDI, showed a regionally limited, long-lasting, and

reversible decrease in hemispheric CBF due to cathodal tDCS

that depended on the current intensity and the size of the

stimulation electrode. It is crucial to note that the tDCS-effected

haemodynamic changes are not in the large vessels that are

probed with arterial spin labeling (ASL) MRI in human studies

(24). Here, intravoxel incoherent motion MRI (25) may be more

suitable to capture the tES effects.

We showed that the physiological state of the extracellular

space, including the perivascular space and metabolites, can

be modulated by tES (1). The tES effects on neuronal calcium

have been proposed as one of the mechanisms subserving

partially non-linear dose-response (17). Notably, tES effects on

astrocytes (26) can lead to the release of neuronal NO synthase

in the extracellular space that is fundamental to neurovascular

coupling (27). Here, tES-led activation of astrocytic calcium

signaling (20) can mediate neurovascular signaling to capillary

pericytes (28). In addition, there may be an interaction between

astrocytes and microglia (29, 30) that can modulate purinergic

neurovascular signaling (28, 31). Here, the arousal effects of tES

(6) will also be important in modulating neurovascular coupling

since norepinephrine controls astroglial responsiveness to local

circuit activity (32). Then, extracellular potassium can increase

due to an increase in calcium ions in the astrocyte end

feet due to tES (20) that we have modeled earlier (1). We

(1) have explicitly modeled the inward-rectifying potassium

channels in the vascular smooth muscle cells (SMCs) that

are sensitive to increases in extracellular potassium. Here (1),

the gray-box modeling was based on experimental data from

previous works using fNIRS (33) and fNIRS in conjunction with

electroencephalography (EEG) (3). Prior works postulated that

tES led to an increase in interstitial K+ that can modulate the

neurovascular system’s sensitivity through Kir channels (34) and

the interaction with calcium activity in the capillary pericytes

(5, 35). Importantly, modulation of the blood-brain barrier by

tES (11) can have morphological effects where Minager et al.

(36) recently found perivascular space morphological changes

in response to tES. Therefore, the perivascular pathway of

tES effects via astrocytes and vasculature, postulated by Arora

et al. (1), needs further investigation. Then, the basal ganglia

perivascular space volumes showed greater tES sensitivity than

white matter perivascular space volumes whichmay be related to

the different morphologies (37), e.g., basal ganglia perivascular

space connected straight to subarachnoid space providing a

straight high conductivity tES current path (38). Then, even

partial failure of the blood-brain barrier and substance transport

can change the osmotic gradients leading to a change in

the volume of the perivascular space according to published

mathematical modeling (39). In principal accordance to all

these aforementioned effects of tES on the NVU, we postulate

that a canonical haemodynamic response function (HRF)

with univariate model (40) using a single dilation parameter

severely limits the physiological interpretability of the expected

neurovascular coupling modulation by tES (2, 3, 41). Here, an

informed choice of the HRF model (42) is crucial to elucidate

the tES effects on the brain, i.e., the dose-response.
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The choice of the HRFmodel can range from canonical HRF

that can use a single dilation parameter or two parameters—time

and dispersion derivatives—to fit the evoked haemodynamic

response, e.g., blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD),

to a more flexible finite impulse response (FIR) model with

more parameters, e.g., response height (RH), time to peak

(TTP), and full width at half maximum (FWHM), to non-

parametric impulse response estimation from linear systems

analysis [(43), p. 1]. Here, the challenge is that the model

selection can result in bias in addition to a loss in power

(42), e.g., model order selection for non-parametric impulse

response estimation may need extensive analysis in terms of

power, bias, and parameter confusability (42). The goal of

this perspective article is to highlight this aspect with well-

defined parameters, e.g., time and dispersion derivatives, RH,

TTP, and FWHM, that can be investigated as the basis of the

HRF temporal profile. The analysis of the HRF temporal profile

is important since Ekhtiari et al. (44) published a checklist

to evaluate the methodological quality of concurrent studies

of functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies;

however, the protocol did not elaborate on the methods for

separating tES effects on the neuronal activation from the

effect on the NVU or neurovascular coupling (41), i.e., the

HRF. Here, mapping of the tES stimulus-related BOLD signals

measured using fMRI is achieved by fitting a general linear

model (GLM) to the time course with a pre-specified canonical

HRF model, e.g., double-gamma function (40). Then, Vincent

et al. (45) proposed spatial localization of HRF that addresses

HRF recovery and localization of cerebral activity using a black-

box finite impulse response (FIR) and temporally regularized

FIR models. Arora et al. (41) published a biophysically informed

neurovascular coupling model to capture the haemodynamic

response to tES based on functional near-infrared spectroscopy

(fNIRS). Arora et al. (41) addressed the challenge to find a trade-

off between estimation bias and overfitting to fNIRS data by

reducing the degrees of freedom in a grey-box model. Grey-box

modeling can also be applied to BOLD data for HRF recovery,

e.g., one HRF per voxel, which can be used on either volume-

based data sets or on data projected onto the cortical surface

to reduce the computational needs for inference (45). Here,

the solution with the best fit to the electric field distribution,

that is, the source signal, can be selected using a cost function

with regularization in the tES-fMRI studies. In this article,

we applied an estimation of the HRF model based on well-

defined parameters, i.e., time and dispersion derivatives, RH,

TTP, and FWHM using an open-source fMRI-tDCS data set

(46), to elucidate the effects of tES on the HRF temporal

profile as the flexibility of the HRF model increased from two

parameters to three parameters. It was postulated that three

parameters will allow for tES onset response, the peak, and the

post-stimulation undershoot that is expected based on grey-box

modeling (1).

2. Methods—fMRI-tDCS HRF fitting

Arora et al. (1) presented the minimal realization transfer

functions for the four pathways based on the fNIRS-tDCS data

set (46) that provided a qualitative analysis of the haemodynamic

response. The four pathways from the tES as input to the vessel

response as output (1) were:

(a) Pathway 1: Synaptic potassium→ vessel circumference.

(b) Pathway 2: Astrocytic current channel → vessel

circumference.

(c) Pathway 3: Perivascular potassium → vessel

circumference.

(d) Pathway 4: Smooth muscle cell→ vessel circumference.

Arora et al. (1) found that the tDCS perturbation Pathway

4 had the fastest response (peaked at 0.4 s) and the tDCS

perturbation Pathway 1 had the slowest response (peaked

at 5 s). In this perspective article, we used an open-source

tES-fMRI data set (46) that showed no field inhomogeneity

using functional sensitivity metrics in the gray matter during

2mA anodal tDCS that was delivered for 20min to the

frontal cortex (anode at FC5 and cathode at FP2 in a 10–

20 system). The fMRI data were also collected during sham-

tDCS and no-tDCS conditions which allowed us to compare

the tDCS onset response [discussed in detail by Arora et al.

(1)]. Here, sham-tDCS is postulated to evoke an onset response

[discussed in detail by Arora et al. (1)]; however, the no-

tDCS condition should not have any onset response. We used

“canonical HRF” with time and dispersion derivatives and

an “FIR HRF” model with RH, TTP, and FWHM using the

rsHRF toolbox (47) to elucidate the effects of differences in

the tDCS onset on the temporal profile of the HRF. The FIR

model was found using the “rsHRF_estimation_FIR” function

in the rsHRF toolbox (47), while the canonical HRF model was

found using the “rsHRF_estimation_temporal_basis” function

in rsHRF toolbox. Here, the HRF estimation elucidated the

effects of anodal tDCS on the HRF temporal profile in the

gray matter and at the three regions of interest (ROIs) in

the gray matter underlying anodal electrode (FC5), cathodal

electrode (FP2), and an independent site remote from the

electrodes (PZ).

3. Results: fMRI-tDCS HRF fitting

Supplementary Figure S1 shows the electrical field

distribution in the gray matter for 2mA tDCS with FC5

(anodal electrode) and FP2 (cathodal electrode) computed

with the ROAST package (48) including tES evoked blood

volume effects on the brain tissue conductivity. Figure 1A

shows the functional sensitivity metrics calculated using the
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open-source code and data from the tES-fMRI data set (46),

where anodal tDCS led to a shift to a higher t-score (first

row of Figure 1A) as expected (49). At the same time, the

width of the frequency distributions (second row of Figure 1A)

remained similar across conditions, reflecting similar field

inhomogeneity. Then, we applied HRF estimation using the

rsHRF toolbox (47) that elucidated the effects of anodal tDCS

at four ROIs in the gray matter based on “canonical HRF”

with time and dispersion derivatives and an “FIR HRF” model

with RH, TTP, and FWHM. Figure 1B shows that the canonical

HRF with time and dispersion derivatives mainly captured

the tES effects on the magnitude of the main response and

the magnitude of the undershoot. In contrast, the FIR model

better captured the impact on the whole temporal profile of

the HRF due to the flexible HRF model with three parameters.

Here, we observed that both the anodal tDCS condition and

the sham tDCS condition had similar FIR at the FC5 (anodal

electrode) and PZ (remote location) ROIs that captured the

onset response to tDCS in both conditions; however, those

were found to be different from the non-tDCS condition, i.e.,

the proposed tES onset response is present in the case of sham

tDCS (1) but tES onset response is missing when no tDCS

perturbation is applied as expected. For the ROI FP2 (cathodal

electrode), the FIR-based HRFs differed between all conditions,

specifically anodal tDCS and sham tDCS conditions. Figure 2

shows an estimation of the probability density function across

all voxels for the height parameter of the HRF found for both

the “canonical HRF” with time and dispersion derivatives and

an “FIR HRF” model using the open-source rsHRF toolbox

(47). In Figure 2, the no-tDCS condition (shown with red color

bars) led to a higher expectation (based on probability density)

of a lower height parameter than the sham-tDCS (green color)

and the anodal-tDCS (blue color) conditions from both the

canonical HRF with time and dispersion derivatives and FIR

HRF models. Here, the tail of the sham-tDCS (shown with

green color bars) shifted the expectation toward a higher HRF

height parameter (on the x-axis) when compared with that

of the anodal-tDCS (shown with blue color bars) conditions.

The estimation of the HRF height parameter was not found

to be different between the “canonical HRF” with time and

dispersion derivatives and the “FIR HRF” model. However,

when we investigated the HRF temporal profile, as shown in

Figure 1, the “FIR HRF” model captured the onset response

(“initial dip” in the bottom panel of Figure 1B), which was not

captured by the “canonical HRF” with time and dispersion

derivatives (top panel of Figure 1B). In the case of the “canonical

HRF” with time and dispersion derivatives, the no-tDCS and

sham-tDCS conditions resulted in a similar temporal profile

that was different from the anodal tDCS condition. This clearly

demonstrated the advantage of greater flexibility in the “FIR

HRF” model due to its three parameters when compared to

the “canonical HRF” with only two parameters—time and

dispersion derivatives.

4. Perspective on the e�ects of
transcranial electrical
stimulation—at onset and longer
term

We analyzed an open-source fMRI-tDCS data set (46) that

had a TR= 3.36 s, thus, it could capture 0.052–0.145Hz activity

associated with smooth muscle cell activity (50). Our study

found based on the fMRI-tDCS data set (46) that both the

anodal tDCS condition and sham tDCS condition had similar

FIR HRF model at the FC5 (anodal electrode) and PZ (remote

location) ROIs. Then, for the FP2 (cathodal electrode) ROI, the

FIR-based HRFs were different across all conditions, specifically,

anodal-tDCS and sham-tDCS conditions, which may be related

to the modulation of local cortical inhibitory circuits and its

interaction with the stimulation of the perivascular nerves

and astrocytes [discussed in Arora et al. (1)]. Arora et al. (1)

proposed, based on computational analysis, that the onset of

tDCS can directly stimulate the perivascular nerves and can

directly affect astrocytes, as highly conductive cerebrospinal

fluid provides a highly conductive route to current flow (51)

which was also shown based on computational modeling (38).

Khadka and Bikson (38) also suggested that blood-brain barrier

polarization may lead to direct modulation of blood-brain

permeability (11) superseding direct tES neuronal regulation

(52), especially at higher current intensity (53). In fact, our

recent results showed perivascular space morphological changes

in response to tES (36) which questions the safety of higher

4mA stimulation (53). Furthermore, the permeability of the

blood-brain barrier can modulate neuronal function since blood

contains molecules, for example, glucose and ligands for neural

and glial receptors (52) where the spatiotemporal dynamics

of the tES may be important in neuronal and extracellular

state modulation. Various tES modalities have differences in the

temporal profile of current stimulation. In tDCS, the current

profile has a monophasic, non-oscillating constant value, and

steady-state blood-brain barrier permeability changes during

longer duration cathodal tDCS at higher 2.0mA (and not at

lower 1.0mA) may explain the (paradoxical) facilitation of

MEP (16), e.g., due to the glucose and albumin leakage to

parenchyma (54). In contrast, in transcranial alternating current

stimulation (tACS), the oscillating current reverses the flow

rhythmically at a specific frequency. That is, tACS differs from

tDCS in that it provides a mechanism for manipulating intrinsic

oscillations through the injection of sinusoidal currents that

can be therapeutic (55). The other methods are transcranial
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FIGURE 1

(A) Functional sensitivity metrics: the top row shows the t-score of the mean in the gray matter (GM) and gray matter ROIs, FC5 (anodal

electrode), FP2 (cathodal electrode), and PZ (remote location), while the bottom row shows the corresponding o�set frequency (in Hz) to

capture field inhomogeneity. (B) Estimated haemodynamic response function (HRF) in the gray matter (GM) and the gray matter ROIs, FC5

(anodal electrode), FP2 (cathodal electrode), and PZ (remote location) where the top row shows the results using canonical HRF with time and

dispersion derivatives, while the bottom row shows the results using a finite impulse response model (FIR). No, no-tDCS condition; Sham,

sham-tDCS condition; Anodal, anodal-tDCS condition.
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FIGURE 2

(A) An estimation of the probability density function across all voxels for the height parameter (in the x-axis) of the HRF using canonical HRF with

time and dispersion derivatives. (B) Estimation of the probability density function across all the voxels for the height parameter (in the x-axis) of

the HRF using the finite impulse response (FIR) model.

oscillating current stimulation (tOCS) that uses tDCS to set

a baseline to the tACS oscillations and transcranial random

noise stimulation (tRNS) that injects “noisy” current with

bounded stochasticity. Because tES modulatory effects on blood

vessels can be mediated by multiple pathways in the NVU, a

deeper understanding of the signaling pathways will be crucial

for a mechanistic understanding of tES effects, including its

entrainment effects on neurons and blood vessels (50), where the

onset response to tES oscillatory peaks may even be optimized

for therapy (56).

The onset response in the case of a short-duration sham

tES is also important, as found in the current study, which

may explain the hidden source of variability in the tES after-

effects (57). Significantly, short-duration (<3min) tDCS can

have physiological effects in terms of the response to tES

onset, which has been discussed in prior studies (41, 58),

where biological effects can extend beyond intended transient

sensations (57). For example, sensory stimulation can also

evoke arousal (6) with brain response (59) that can be relevant

in acute stroke therapy (60) and cognitive impairment (61).

However, sensory stimulation can have both beneficial and

detrimental effects, viz., the potential risk from increased

metabolic demand (60), where a mechanistic understanding

will require physiologically detailed modeling, invasive animal

studies, and systems biology approaches (41). We postulate

that short-duration tES can act through superficial nerves

(62), noradrenergic axons in the brain (29), and efferent

innervation (63). The autonomic nervous system’s efferent

innervation is known to regulate metabolic organs including

systemic glucose uptake via insulin independent mechanism

(64) and neurohormonal stress axes (65). Here, a marker is

tonic pupil dilation mediated by sympathetic output acting

against parasympathetically mediated pupil constriction (66).

Sympathetic nerves increase blood nutrient factors such as

glucose by promoting gluconeogenesis, which involves the

inhibition of insulin secretion, while parasympathetic nerves

inhibit gluconeogenesis that indirectly involves the promotion

of insulin secretion (67). Therefore, mechanistic understanding

of the interaction of changes in glucose concentration with

the neurovascular tissue function during tES is relevant for

its safe delivery in acute stroke therapy (60). In this study,

sympathoexcitation (68) is postulated to affect the smooth

muscle cells where the related oscillatory frequencies (0.021–

0.145Hz) are primarily in the pial, penetrating, and precapillary

arterioles. Capillaries have a lower oscillatory frequency of 0.01–

0.02Hz that is postulated to reflect the Fahraeus–Lindqvist

effect (69), that is, the non-linear dependence of apparent

blood viscosity on haematocrit and vessel diameter that can

also determine the scaling of the background power law at rest

and under task (70). Blood viscosity and blood glucose have a

direct relationship, e.g., cognitive load and long-duration tDCS

(71) can lead to a significant reduction in blood glucose. The

amount of cognitive load associated with task performance is an

index of its sensitivity to enhancement by glucose (72) that can

affect the lower oscillatory frequency of 0.01–0.02Hz, as well as

the background power-law scaling (70). Investigation of tDCS

effects on the neurometabolic state will require augmentation of

the NVU model (1) with metabolic pathways from Jolivet et al.

(73), as discussed next.

Stoichiometry (glycolysis and glycogenolysis pathway) will

determine oxygen to glucose consumption (OGI = CMR

2/CMRlc) (74). A reduction in OGI (∼6) (75) can lead to

the accumulation of lactate [(76) modeled by (73)] without

an associated reduction in oxygen supply [(77); glycolysis over

respiration]. Jolivet et al.’s model (73) is divided into four

main compartments, namely, a neuronal compartment, an

astrocytic compartment, the extracellular space, and the vascular

compartment where the extracellular space will be mapped to
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synaptic space—refer to Arora et al. (1). It can be assumed

that the electric field can linearly modify the average membrane

potential (V) of the different neuronal subpopulations [within

a certain range of intensity; (78)], i.e., 1V = λ.E, where the

electric field (E) can be modeled as an anatomically realistic

full-head model. Membrane polarization will lead to synaptic

after-effects that will lead to vessel response as presented

in our prior study (41). Therefore, a neuronal compartment

needs to be added to our neurovascular coupling model (41)

containing voltage- and calcium-gated ion channels following

the Hodgkin-Huxley formalism from Jolivet et al.’s model (73).

Based on Jolivet et al.’s model (73), neurons can be divided

between a cytosolic subcompartment and a mitochondrial

sub-compartment to account for the compartmentalisation of

oxidative and glycolytic metabolisms. In this study, a tDCS-

applied electric field can linearly modify the average membrane

potential (V) of the different neuronal subpopulations (78) to

change the E–I ratio (7) and OGI (73). Then, it is assumed

that the current density at the scalp (Itdcs) is proportional to

the current density (JtDCS) in the neurovascular brain tissue

based on a lead field matrix leading to the vasoactive signal via a

first-order transfer function:

vi =
λ

s/τ + 1
Itdcs (1)

where λ is arbitrary gain from the lead field matrix and τ is

the time constant (41). The grey-box modeling in our prior

work (1) was for short-duration tDCS effects, which need to

be augmented with metabolic signaling (79) to capture longer-

duration tES effects.

4.1. Pathway 1: tDCS perturbation of
synaptic potassium leading to changes in
vessel circumference

Studies have shown that potassium (K+) can act as a

potent vasodilator signal (80, 81) that couple local neuronal

activity to vasodilation in the brain and have a significant

role in cerebrovascular mechanisms. Studies have shown that

the potassium pathway is responsible for the fast onset of

vasodilation compared to the other mediators. In Pathway 1, the

potassium concentration in the synaptic space is modulated by

the local tDCS current. In this study, JKs is the K
+ released from

active neurons that are considered to be perturbed by tDCS from

its baseline condition such that JKs = v1 =
K1

s/τ+1 Itdcs using

Equation (1). The potassium concentration in the synaptic space,
[

K+
]

s , is then given as:

d[K+]s
dt

= JKs+
K1

s/τ + 1
Itdcs

− JΣKmaxkNa
[K+]s

[K+]s + KKOa
(2)

where JKs is the baseline flux of K+ in the synaptic space,

JΣKmax is the maximum flux, kNa is a constant parameter that

depends on the extracellular sodium concentration, KKOa is

the threshold value for K+ concentration in the synaptic space,

[K+]s. This pathway can be augmented with metabolic signaling

(79) based on Jolivet et al.’s equations (73) in the extracellular

space that also capture glucose and lactate interactions between

the neuron and the astrocyte.

4.2. Pathway 2: Perturbation of the astrocytic
transmembrane current by tDCS leading to
changes in vessel circumference

Astrocytes are susceptible to small variations in their

membrane potential, and their long processes are sensitive to

polarization by tDCS (32). Therefore, tDCS can also affect

potassium buffering via astrocytes (32, 82). In this study, the

astrocytic transmembrane current (IT) was perturbed by tDCS,

IT = v2 =
K2

s/τ+1 Itdcs fromEquation (1) that was added to other

transmembrane currents, including IBK is current through big

potassium (BK) channel, Ileakis leak current, ITRPV is electrical

current through the TRPV channel, and IΣK is the electrical

current carried by the K+ influx at the perisynaptic process:

dVk

dt
=

1

Castr
(

IBK − Ileak − ITRPV − IΣK +
K2

s/τ + 1
Itdcs

)

(3)

A mitochondrial sub-compartment can be added from

Jolivet et al.’s study (73) to account for the compartmentalisation

of oxidative and glycolytic metabolisms. In this study,

astrocytes are known to contain a metabolic network including

glycolytic enzymes, lactate dehydrogenase, glucose and

lactate transporters, NADH shuttles, oxidative metabolism,

phosphocreatine, and the Na, K-ATPase electrogenic pump.

4.3. Pathway 3: Perturbation of
perivascular potassium concentration by
tDCS leading to changes in vessel
circumference

Glial cells maintain extracellular K+ concentration by

the imbalance in their membrane polarity and can affect

K+ spatial buffering, affecting tDCS modulation (32, 82).

Astrocytic release of K+, via two potassium channels (BK

and KIR), into the perivascular space can be perturbed by

tDCS. Astrocytic role in neurovascular coupling may be

related to the strength of stimulation where high strength

can lead to vasoconstriction [(83); mediated via K+ and

EET signaling (80)]. Vasoconstriction can follow vasodilation

when the astrocytic calcium concentration (or perivascular K+
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concentration) increases above a certain threshold. We assumed

that low-intensity tDCS perturbation would not cross that

threshold where
[

K+
]

T = v3 =
K3

s/τ+1 Itdcs. Thus, the

perivascular potassium concentration,
[

K+
]

P, is given as:

d
[

K+
]

P

dt
=

JBK

VRpa
+

JKIR

VRps
− Rdecay

(

[

K+
]

P −
[

K+
]

P,min

)

+
K3

s/τ + 1
Itdcs. (4)

In this study, [K+]P,min is the resting-state equilibrium K+

concentration in the perivascular space. The K+ flow from the

astrocyte and SMCs is JBK and JKIR, corresponding to BK

and inward rectifying potassium (KIR), respectively. VRpa and

VRps are the volume ratios of perivascular space to astrocyte and

SMC, respectively. Rdecay is the rate at which perivascular K+

concentration decays to its baseline state.

4.4. Pathway 4: tDCS perturbation of the
voltage-gated ion channel current on the
smooth muscle cell leading to changes in
vessel circumference

The potassium channels (KV) of SMCs and inwardly

rectifying K+ channels are important in penetrating

arterioles that control arterial diameter by exerting a major

hyperpolarising influence (84). Therefore, the local tDCS

electric field (38) can perturb the voltage-gated potassium

current (1 IKV = v4 =
K4

s/τ+1 Itdcs) that was added to other

currents including IL, IK, ICa, and IKIR that represent leak,

K+, Ca2+, and KIR channel currents, respectively, in the SMC

compartment. Then, the SMC membrane potential, VSMC, is

given by:

dVSMC

dt
=

1

CSMC
(

−IL − IK − ICa − IKIR − IKV +
K4

s/τ + 1
Itdcs

)

.

(5)

In this study, the four tDCS perturbation pathways are

nested (1), that is, Pathway 1 is represented by 17 ordinary

differential equations starting from synaptic K+ that nested

other tDCS perturbation Pathways 2–4, which results in vessel

oscillations that critically depend on the parameters, including

vessel stiffness, in the ordinary differential equations.

The therapeutic effects of tES on brain metabolism are

relevant in dementia (61) since the early stage of Alzheimer’s

disease (AD) shares molecular and cellular features, including

insulin resistance and mitochondrial dysfunctions (85), where

AD has been called “type 3 diabetes” (86–88). Elevated glucose

levels during long-standing diabetes have been shown to

induce structural and functional changes in different proteins

in the body, including albumin, globulins, fibrinogen, and

collagens (89). Both the replication of protein aggregates and

their spreading throughout the brain are implicated in the

progression of AD (90). Also, cross-linking of proteins by

advanced glycation end products in the vessel wall increases

vascular stiffness, and modification of extracellular matrix

proteins decreases pericyte adherence which can lead to

neurovascular uncoupling (61) and reduced oxygen supply in

the brain (91). Then, accelerated cognitive decline is postulated

because of changes in small vessel structure and function,

specifically expansion of the basement membrane and a loss

of vascular cells (92). However, diabetes can lead to both

microvascular and macrovascular complications (92). Rouch

et al. (93) showed that mainly arterial stiffness is associated with

mild cognitive impairment (MCI) at a higher risk of dementia.

The study on 375 elderly ambulatory subjects with MCI

showed that only an increased arterial stiffness was associated

with the conversion of MCI to dementia, whereas intima-

media thickness, carotid plaques, or carotid artery diameter

were not after controlling for age and other confounding

factors. In this study, vessel stiffness is a crucial factor in

determining oscillatory peaks of hemodynamics, estimated with

modal analysis (6), and can be probed in health and disease

using responses evoked by tACS of total hemoglobin (blood

volume), as demonstrated for human-in-the-loop optimisation

(6). Then, human-in-the-loop optimisation of tES can also

address momentary (“state”) and phenotypic (“trait”) factors

(94). These vessel oscillations are known to be important not

only for supporting higher oxygen availability distant from small

vessels (69) but also for supporting waste clearance within the

brain parenchyma, specifically convective bulk flow drainage

along the basement membrane of capillaries and arterial walls

(95). Therefore, changes in blood vessel pulsatility, including

expansion of the basement membrane (92), can alter convective

bulk flow drainage that is important to prevent accumulation

of concerning neurotoxic waste protein, e.g., protein aggregates.

In a large cohort study (96), younger age at onset of diabetes

was significantly associated with a higher risk of subsequent

dementia. Interestingly, reduced glucose availability in the CNS

can also directly trigger behavioral deficits by promoting the

development of amyloid beta and tau neuropathology as well as

synaptic dysfunction. In this study, reduced glucose availability

in the CNS can be related to small vessel dysfunction, which also

reduces oxygen availability away from the small vessels (69).

Figure 3 shows the postulated mechanism for tES

modulation of the perivascular space based on the tES

effects on both astrocytes and the vasculature (1). In this study,

Arora et al. (1) postulated tES modulation of the vasculature via

the perivascular pathway, where vasoconstriction can increase

while vasodilation can decrease the volume of the perivascular

space (refer to Figure 3). In the computational model (1),
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FIGURE 3

Transcranial electrical stimulation can acutely modulate perivascular space morphology by a�ecting the interactions between the astrocyte end

feet that cover smooth muscle cells and endothelial cell walls, i.e., the perivascular pathway elucidated by Arora et al. (1). Neuroimaging

evidence of the modulation of the perivascular space morphology from Minager et al. (36). Created with BioRender.com.

an immediate vascular response was captured through the

perivascular pathway by the interaction between the perivascular

potassium and calcium concentration that led to steady-state

stand-alone steady-state vessel oscillations <0.1Hz. These

vessel oscillations can be entrained by neuronal oscillations

(97) due to the shared extracellular space in the NVU, and

neurovascular coupling can be investigated using joint imaging

with fNIRS-EEG (3, 54). Then, the fast vascular response at

the onset of tES (1) can modulate the perivascular flow, where

human-in-the-loop optimisation may be feasible based on the

blood volume (total hemoglobin) feedback from fNIRS (6).

In our prior study (6), we found from modal analysis and a

case study in a healthy human that the “optimal” oscillatory

frequency was close to 1Hz, meriting mechanistic investigation

with respect to astrocytes and interstitial potassium. In this

study, short-term (<150 s) acute tES can affect the vasculature

(41) for immediate control of blood vessel response using model

predictive control (MPC) (6). MPC uses an internal model

of the interaction of cortical activity, local metabolic factors,

and the vascular response to make predictions of the system

behavior, considering neurovascular dynamics over a predefined

prediction horizon, to optimize tES control actions. For online

operation, MPC operates in a receding horizon fashion, i.e.,

new system measurements and new predictions into the future

are made at each time step. It is postulated that an optimal tES

oscillatory pattern can be therapeutically beneficial for acute

effects on the vasculature and/or astrocyte end feet, e.g., to

modulate Fahræus-Lindqvist-driven oscillations (98) as well

as to modulate perivascular volume (and fluid movement;

refer to Figure 3). Acute modulation of perivascular volume

with tES is supported by Minager et al. (36) that showed tES

modulation of perivascular space morphology which may also

be related to the vascular response to tDCS (1, 50). Since the

portable neuroimaging approach is amenable to a point-of-care

setting (6) when compared to the MRI-tES (36, 46), portable

neuroimaging based MPC of tES during sleep may even

facilitate the glymphatic clearance (99). Here, the tES pattern

can be optimized at the point-of-care setting (6) to evoke the

necessary blood volume response (output) to limit potential

risk from an increased metabolic demand (60) in pathological

tissue (e.g., ischaemic in vascular dementia). We postulate that

the therapeutic application of tES may transition the NVU
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(2, 3, 100) to an improved neurovascular system sensitivity (5)

for beneficial cognitive after-effects, e.g., may reduce cognitive

fatigue (101) due to enhanced extracellular clearance.

The limitation of the current study includes the

unavailability of the fMRI-EEG data to capture the long-

term effects of tES on neurovascular coupling. Our fNIRS-EEG

data has been shown to be feasible for computational modeling

of neurovascular coupling (3, 41). Also, the trade-off between

bias (in canonical HRF) and variance (in FIR HRF) achieved

by applying mechanistic gray-box modeling of the NVU

pathways to fMRI-tES data was not demonstrated in this

perspective article which is undergoing analysis for our future

research article.
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